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For Immediate Release 
 
Ghent,  New York -– Architecture Omi presents Omi Rock Pavi l ion,  a site-specific installation by Brian Brush, 
Adjunct Assistant Professor at Columbia University GSAPP and founding partner of noted design firm E/B Office. The 
exhibition opening and reception will take place on Saturday, June 15h from 1–5 pm in conjunction with two other 
exhibitions by Architecture Omi featuring work by Janet Echelman and students from Cooper Union’s Architecture 
Program on site. Visitors are encouraged to enter through the Visitors Center at Omi International Arts Center, 
located at 1405 County Route 22 in Ghent, New York.  
 
Omi Rock Pavi l ion  is a large faceted structure situated on a hilltop overlooking stunning views of the Catskills 
which will operate at the intersection of art and architecture, tying in the experience of viewing the landscape with 
being of the landscape. 

The inspiration for the piece comes from the geologic background of the area and takes its form from the rocky 
outcroppings scattered throughout Omi’s campus. As a constructed rock outcropping, the pavilion plays with the idea 
of what is natural and what is artificial. Visitors are encouraged to sit in the pavilion, experiencing it both for its form 
as well as its function.  

Shadows from the wooden facets that comprise the structure will cast changing shadows and striped patterns 
depending on the sunlight and time of day. An additional component of Omi Rock Pavi l ion  will be an inner layer of 
woven, side-glow fiber optic cables suspended by the wooden faceted panels. These fiber optic cables will 
communicate natural phenomena around the site such as the presence of wind and ambient sounds from flora and 
fauna, best experienced at dawn and dusk. The visual interplay between the repetitive wooden slats that compose the 
outer layer and the thread-like woven fiber optic inner layer will produce moiré effects which Brush likens to veins of 
quartz crystal that slice their way through dark igneous rock. At night, the pavilion will appear as a floating web of 
light on the horizon. 



Brian Brush is an Adjunct Assistant Professor of Architecture at Columbia University GSAPP, teaching courses in 
Geographic Information Systems and assisting graduate design studios. He is also founding partner in the New York-
based design collaboration E/B Office. His work focuses on the intersection of architecture and art, specifically 
through the manifestation of information in form, space, and material. The firm's projects "Filament Mind" and "Seat" 
were recently selected as finalists for the Architizer A+ Awards and their installation “Dynamic Performance of 
Nature” was highly ranked in the 2012 Public Art Network Year in Review. To learn more, visit 
www.brianbrush.com or follow on Twitter @BrushNY. 

About Architecture Omi 
Architecture Omi is conceived to facilitate projects exploring the intersection of architecture, art and landscape, 
offering a pristine natural site of approximately 60 acres on the over 300 acre campus of the Omi International Arts 
Center. The program fosters the development and production of physical installations and theoretical musings in a 
laboratory-style setting. 
  
The vision for Architecture Omi is to create a fusion of natural and synthetic resources: a sanctuary where the public 
can experience a diversity of architectural installations spread across a myriad of natural ecosystems and designed 
landscapes on the grounds. Architecture Omi is a new category of hybrid parkland that melds enlightened ecological 
conservation practices and experimental constructions. The program encourages built structures such as pavilions, 
earthworks, landscape interventions, constructed environments as well as ideas, propositions and ruminations in all 
varieties of related media.  
 
About Omi Internat ional  Arts Center  
Omi International Arts Center is a not-for-profit arts organization with residency programs for international visual 
artists, writers, translators, musicians and dancers. The 300 acre campus is also the site for The Fields Sculpture 
Park, a public exhibition space with nearly 80 contemporary sculptures; Architecture Omi, exploring the intersection 
of architecture, art and landscape; and Education Omi, an arts education programs for children. Omi seeks to foster 
an environment of creative exploration and exchange, professional opportunity and exposure, and a stylistically and 
culturally diverse community for creative artists from around the world. Through our programs and resulting public 
events – including our Residency Programs, The Fields Sculpture Park, Architecture Omi, and Education Omi – Omi 
contributes to the vibrant culture of the Northeast region. 
 
For more information visit: www.omiartscenter.org  
 
Image Credits: digital renderings of “Omi Rock Pavilion” by Brian Brush of E/B Office 
 


